
Soft Sided Buckle Carrier Tutorial
I used two very helpful resources in creating this tutorial and pattern.  Available on the Yahoo group slingsewing (or at least it was 
several years ago when I downloaded it) is a schematic for some basic measurements for an Ergo like carrier which I used as a starting 
point for my pieces.  Second, I have used the three layer technique of assembly used by Beth Martin in her pattern Beth’s Mei Tai.  
Although it takes some fiddling, I love the stability this technique lends to a carrier and it makes for a very nice finished product.  
Thanks to both of these mamas for their work, it gave me a great place to begin assembling my own pattern pieces and plan of action.

IMPORTANT—PLEASE READ
I have taken every precaution when giving these instructions to be as clear and as accurate as possible and to detail all the ways in 
which this carrier is reinforced and made from quality materials that will make it a safer carrier for you and your baby.  That said, 
ALL carriers should be carefully inspected before use to ensure they are in solid working order and that no seams are over taxed or 
faulty in any way.  Please be sure to do this for the safety of your child and yourself!

FABRIC & MATERIALS
 Please choose sturdy bottomweight fabrics-- home dec fabrics, heavy twills, denim, or other cotton fabrics marked bottomweight. 

Be sure to preshrink all fabrics.
 100% polyester thread
 I was able to buy buckles at REI that were sturdier than those sold at my fabric store.  
 I like to use a denim sewing needle for this project.

CUT/PREPARE
 (3) body pieces (note: there are two options, one with darts and one without darts)
 (4) strap pieces
 Padding for straps—cotton quilters batting or fleece -- you want about ¼ of an 

inch of padding so choose the number of layer according to that
 (2) center belt pieces & (4) outer belt pieces (you may morph these pattern pieces 

into one long strip if you would like)
 (2) pieces of reinforcement for the belt cut by tracing the narrow end sections of 

the belt and measuring about 5 inches in.
 (2) 7” pieces of 1” webbing burned on the ends
 (2) 24” pieces of 1” webbing burned on the ends
 (2 ) 25” pieces of 2” webbing burned on the ends
 A set of two ladder lock buckles
 (1) 2” belt buckle… the kind that let’s you adjust from both sides of the buckle
 Blue high density foam camping pad (available at outdoor stores)



DIRECTIONS
 ½ inch seam allowances are used throughout 

1
Pin straps right sides together with layers of padding on the top.  The 
padding should begin 5 inches from one end and end 4 inches from the 
other end.

2
Sew up the long sides.  Trim the padding to just shy off the stitching so 
as to remove some of the bulk from the seam area.  Turn the tube right 
side to.

3

At the end of the straps where 4 inches was left unpadded, fold the end 
inside the tube about an inch. Topstitch the straps along either side. You 
may also add stitching down the center of the strap to keep the padding 
from shifting.

4
Lace the 7 inch pieces of 1 inch webbing through the top of the ladder 
locks and fold back on itself, so you have a loop of webbing with a 
ladder lock hanging from it.

5

Insert 2 inches of the cut ends of the webbing into the folded under end 
of the strap.  Sew the strap in place with an X box to secure.  Fold both 
corners of the strap in over the webbing until thy meeting in the center 
of the webbing.  Tack these points down and then sew six seams as 
shown in the photo. Repeat with the other strap and webbing/ladder 
lock piece.  Note: I like to have the ladder lock with the underside 
facing up, so that in the end the folded part of the strap will and the 
underside of the ladder lock will be on the same side.

  

6

Take one of your center panels and pin the two straps to the diagonal 
sections at the top with 3 inches of strap overlapping the panel. Pin the 
two 24” pieces of 1” webbing to the body of the center panel.  Place a 
ruler at the bottom of the diagonal section running down the length of 
the center panel and place the webbing between the 3 and 4 inch marks 
on the ruler. Overlap the webbing 1.5 inches over the center panel.



7
Sew the straps and webbing onto the center panel using x-box seams to 
reinforce. IMPORTANT: do not sew the box within ¾ inch in from the 
edge or you won’t be able to assemble later.

8 If you are using darts, now is the time to sew the darts up on each center panel and press your seams out flat. Also, if you’d like 
to sew a label or pocket onto the outside or inside panel now is the time to do it.  

9

Layer your center panels as follows: front panel and back panel right 
sides together, then on the top the inner hidden panel with its wrong 
side facing in. Sew the two sides and top closed, leaving the bottom 
open.  VERY IMPORTANT-- stop sewing about ¾ of an inch before 
you reach any strap and after you pass any strap (see photo), this will 
allow you to turn your straps right side to. I find it helpful to roll up the 
straps and hold them with a rubber band at this point.

Turn the center panel right side to and thread all four straps (shoulder 
and webbing) through the openings you have left there. Heat up your 
iron if it isn’t already and take some time at each strap to press and fold 
under the seam allowances around each opening at each strap.

10

When the whole panel is pressed into place, topstitch right at the edge 
along the three sewn sides to secure the seam openings at each strap and 
for decorative and stabilizing purposes throughout.  I add a second and 
third line of topstitching as well because I like the look.

11

You will now assemble the waist belt.  Sew the two triangular pieces to 
the center rectangle piece for both the front and back of the belt.  I sew 
the seam, then turn to the wrong side and press the seam away from the 
middle, turn back to the right side and top stitch just next to the seam to 
reinforce the connection.



12

Take your two strips of 25” long 2” webbing and sew them onto the 
extra small triangle piece you cut from the larger triangular pattern 
piece using a box stitch.  Note, do not sew within 3/4 of an inch of the 
outside edge of the fabric so that you’ll be able to turn the webbing 
through the seam as we did on the center panel.  Sew these two pieces 
on the wrong side of one of your waist strips. This strip will now be the 
piece you will have against your body and the piece you will soon 
secure your body panel to. 

13

Lay your two belt piece right sides together. Pin in place.  Lay the body 
piece over the belt and mark off its width plus a few inches along one 
side.  Sew the belt sections together, leaving an opening between the 
center panel markings you have made (see photo), and not sewing with 
¾ of an inch of the two webbing pieces. Turn your belt right side to, 
thread the webbing through, and press the seam allowances around the 
webbing into place.  Topstitch the ends to hold the seam allowances and 
if you would like you may also topstitch along the bottom of the belt as 
well.  Press the seam allowance in at the open edge of the belt.

14 Take your belt piece and use it to outline a piece of foam for the padding.  This piece will get trimmed down on either end and 
along the sides in a bit but this gives you the right shape and rough size to start.

15

You are now going to attach the center panel to the inside piece of the 
belt to add reinforcement to the carrier. Open the belt up and insert the 
center panel into the space being sure you center the panel and insert 
evenly across the panel.  You are aiming to have about 3 inches of 
center panel inside the belt.  When it is even in all directions pin the 
center panel to the back section of belt and then sew it down.  You can 
use a large box, or some type of more decorative design (see photo for 
example).  The idea is just to add some extra lines of stitching here for 
reinforcement.



16

You will now work on getting the waist belt padded.  I like to leave 
about three inches of belt padding free on either end of my belt, but you 
can chose to do this or not.  If you choose to, measure in three inches 
from either end and sew a line straight up and down your belt that will 
prevent the padding from slipping past this point.  You may trim your 
piece of padding three inches at both ends now too if that is what 
you’ve decided to do. You now need to just futz to get the padding in 
and trimmed so that it fills out the space nicely, but not too snugly.  
Keep in mind that you will be closing up the top of your belt and 
therefore need to leave enough space around the padding to be able to 
use a zipper foot to sew alongside it.

17

When the padding is in place you are going to sew the opening in the 
belt shut enclosing the center panel and the padding with in.  The center 
panel is already there (being attached to the back section of the belt and 
the padding as described should allow you to use a zipper foot to sew a 
line of topstitching (or two, your choice) along the opening.  If you 
would like to top stitch the entire length of the top of the belt you may 
do so, or you can just sew the opening shut.

18

Last step… thread your waist buckles onto the 2 inch webbing and 
thread the 1 inch webbing straps through the ladder locks on the 
shoulder straps.  Insert babe and talk a nice walk.

Note: If you would like, you can sew the webbing over on itself to secure the buckles and ladder locks to it.  I have found this 
unnecessary, but it certainly is an option.
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